Playoff details 2021-22 Season
▪
▪
▪

Team finishing in 9th place in regular season league table does not qualify for playoffs
Rulebook in effect with below modifications
Player eligibility is as per rulebook (2.5.4 - must be registered with conference and have played at
least one game during regular season)

Round 1 & Pool A
▪ Seeded (1v8, 2v7, 3v6, 4v5) single elimination playoff
▪ Seeding based on where teams finished in league table in regular season
▪ Teams that lose in the first round will move on to a B pool playoffs
▪ Teams are reseeded after every round (i.e., highest vs lowest based on position in league table at
end of regular season)
▪ Mercy rule is in effect as per rulebook
▪ ALL Games are 20 min (exc "B" - see below), If tied at end of 20 minute game, then 3 min Overtime
(not sudden death). If tied after Overtime, then shootout
▪ If shootout required:
▪ Shootout is 3 shots each team, then if tied after that then it is a one shot (per team) shootout
until there is a winner
▪ Both teams must designate their first three shooters in writing and the order of shooting, prior
to first shot being taken
▪ players can only shoot once until all players on game roster have taken a shot (excludes goalies)
B Pool
▪ Teams that lose in the first round will move on to a B pool tournament
▪ Games are 15 minutes. If tied at end of 15 minute game, then 3 min Overtime (not sudden death). If
tied after Overtime, then shootout
▪ Shootout is 3 shots each team, then if tied after that then it is a one shot (per team) shootout
until there is a winner
▪ Both teams must designate their first three shooters in writing and the order of shooting, prior
to first shot being taken
▪ players can only shoot once until all players on game roster have taken a shot (excludes goalies)
▪ Same other rules as above

Trophies and Awards
▪ At some point during the first round (ie 1v8, 2v7, 3v6,4v5), or immediately after round 1, will have a
20 minute break to announce league award winners and take pictures of winners
▪ At end of the championship game we will hand out the trophy for A and B winners AND announce
the Playoff MVP award winner (and take photos). Playoff MVP should be from A pool
Women’s Team Meeting
▪ Will also be a women's meeting to discuss the formation of a women’s team for BHUK events. Will
arrange this during a game when there is two teams that have few if any women and during round
one so that we can get maximum number of women

